Some large scale physical computations require algorithms performing symbolic computations with a particular class of algebraic formulas in a numerical code. Developing and implementing such algorithms in a numerical programming language is a tedious and error prone task. The algorithms can be developed in a computer algebra system and their correctness can be checked by comparison with build-in facilities of the system so that the system is used as an advanced debugging tool. After that a numerical code for the algorithms is automatically generated from the same source code. The proposed methodology is explained in detail on a simple example. Real applications to calculation of matrix elements of Coulomb interaction and two-centre exchange integrals needed in atomic collision codes, are described.
Introduction
During development of certain large scale physical numerical codes, e.g. in quantum physics, one needs to include analytical operations like integration or di erentiation of particular type of algebraic expressions, e.g. products of polynomials and exponentials. Most often such operations are performed manually and coded into a language suitable for numerical computations, in some other cases large parts are performed entirely numerically. Recently it has been found advantageous to perform some of the symbolic manipulation inside of the numerical codes, see e.g. (Hansen, 1990) . Such procedures might yield higher precision and higher e ciency. However, developing and implementing algorithms for symbolic manipulation in languages as e.g. FORTRAN is a tedious and error prone task. On the other hand, computer algebra systems (CASs) are designed for symbolic manipulation and it is quite straightforward to extract simple algorithms of this kind from many of the available CASs. However, to develop a general method suitable for at least partly automatic code generation is a nontrivial task. To distinguish the algorithms which perform symbolic manipulation in numerical programming language from other methods, we propose to call them symbolic-numeric algorithms. These typically use the xed length integer and oating point representations, and are thus loosing the absolute precision of CASs which is not needed for particular applications of these algorithms. However, they lead to many times faster evaluations of large quantities of similar expressions and are thus applicable to large scale calculations. There exist environments which allow symbolic and numeric algorithms to be used together in compiled code, e.g. asharp language in Axiom (Jenks and Sutor 1992) . However using such environment would not meet the aims of applications as it would not produce portable numerical code and its speed would be lower that the speed of purely numerical code. This paper presents a new method in which the algorithms suitable for implementation in numerical code are designed by human and coded in language of a CAS. The algorithms are tested by comparing their results on representative input data sets with results of the symbolic algorithms included in the CAS. The comparision is done in precise arithmetics and at the algebraic level in the CAS. The numerical implementation is then automatically generated from the same source, provided that the computer algebra system in question contains a facility to convert both mathematical functions and its own control language into a code in programming language suitable for the numerical applications. The method uses a CAS for advanced debugging of symbolic-numeric algorithms and allows also comparisions of the algorithms in di erent oating-point arithmetics.
By such approach one can have strong con dence that the numerical code is correct. So here the knowledge from the computer algebra system is used to verify the correctness of proposed algorithms. In the work reported here, the computer algebra system REDUCE (Hearn, 1993) with the standard code generation package GENTRAN (Gates, 1986 ) is used to develop codes in FORTRAN.
Generally we deal here with the development of a particular symbolic processing algorithm which is usually used as a part of a large numerical code. Typically the algorithm deals only with a special domain of formulas. Many papers e.g. (Steinberg, 1985 , Wang, 1986 , Dewar and Richardson, 1990 , Cook, 1992 , Kant, 1993 were dealing with code generation of numerical algorithms. Some work has also been reported on program transformation techniques e.g. (Zippel, 1992) and automatic di erentiation of numerical codes (Rostaing, Dalmas and Galligo, 1993) , however we are not aware of any work using code generation of symbolic algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. The section 2 provides the general description of the presented method for the development of veri ed symbolic-numeric algorithms which is in full detail explained on an simple example in the section 3. The sections 4 and 5 describe two particular applications of the method to practical problems of atomic physics and should prove the usefulness of the method. The rst application deals with the calculation of matrix elements of Coulomb interaction between two bound hydrogenic states and the second one deals with the calculation of three-dimensional two-centre exchange integrals with travelling orbitals. Both examples are of interest in the impact-parameter treatment of atom-atom or ion-atom collisions. In these applications calculations must be repeated for many collision parameters and fast methods for numerical evaluation are essential. At the same time, large amounts of symbolic evaluations are needed in order to set up the formulae used in the numerical work.
Development of Veri ed Algorithms
We need to implement a particular symbolic processing algorithm A in a numerical programming language L . In general this implementation and mainly its debugging could be quite tedious, while the algorithm A can be usually implemented very simply in a computer algebra system (CAS) as the CAS already includes many symbolic algorithms which are typically used as parts of the algorithm A . The algorithm A is dealing with formulas from the domain D . To enhance the debugging and verify the correctness of the developed algorithm we can use the approach described in general in this section.
In this general description we use a CAS and the programming language L while in the applications we have used the CAS REDUCE and the numerical programming language FORTRAN. For the simple example illustrating this method see the section 3.
Symbolic Implementation
The algorithm A is implemented in a CAS. The formulas from D are represented in the CAS as its standard formulas. The implementation and debugging is usually quite simple.
For debugging and veri cation the CAS o ers much better tools than the language L .
The symbolic implementation is assumed to be error free.
Data Representation
To implement the algorithm A in the language L we have to choose the representation R of formulas from the domain D in the data structures of the language L . For this method we further need that the used data structures and the control commands (e.g. loops and conditions) are also supported by the CAS and that the CAS supports the code generation of these structures and control commands in the language L . Typically these structures include only integers, oats and their arrays, e.g. a polynomial in one variable can be represented by an array of its coe cients.
We should note here that the representation R usually need not to be absolute precise, i.e. including big integers, as the developed symbolic-numeric algorithm will be nally used in the numerical code which does not require the absolute precision. However we have to be aware of possible rounding e ects during the development of a symbolicnumeric algorithm, e.g. testing if a number is zero when rational number is replaced by oat number.
Symbolic-numeric Implementation
The algorithm A is implemented again in the CAS, however now we use for the formulas from the domain D the representation R and use only the operations and semantics supported by the language L . It may appear strange to represent in the CAS formulas by the representation R , e.g. polynomials by arrays of their coe cients, but precisely this is needed for veri cation of the symbolic-numeric implementation. The symbolicnumeric implementation is necessarily much more lengthy and complicated than the symbolic implementation. This is because many subalgorithms of the algorithm A are known to the CAS, e.g. addition of two polynomials, and can be directly used in the symbolic implementation while these subalgorithms have to be coded in the symbolicnumeric implementation. In other words, the two implementations are using di erent tools. In the symbolic implementation, the CAS is used with all facilities it supports, while in the symbolic-numeric implementation, though coded in the CAS language, only the facilities (data structures, semantics, algorithms) supported by the language L can be used.
Verification
Now we have two implementations of the algorithm A , the symbolic implementation and the symbolic-numeric implementation, both implemented in the CAS. The symbolic implementation is assumed to be correct so we can verify the symbolic-numeric implementation by comparing results of both on a representative set of input data to algorithm A . If the two implementations produce di erent results, a bug from the symbolic-numeric implementation has to be removed. The comparision is done in the precise arithmetics of the CAS. If needed in critical cases one can check numerical quality of symbolic-numeric implementation by comparing in the CAS results in two rounded arithmetics of di erent precisions. At the end of this step we have strong con dence that the symbolic-numeric implementation is error free.
Code Generation
By using a code generation facility of the CAS the required implementation of the algorithm A in the language L is automatically generated from the veri ed symbolic-numeric implementation. The nal result is the veri ed source code in language L implementing the symbolic-numeric algorithm A .
Simple Example
For better understanding of the development method described in the previous section, a very simple example, for which the method will be presented in detail, is included here. The problem considered is to implement in FORTRAN the program which calculates the integral I(R; n; a) = Z R 0
x n e ?ax d x; (3.1)
for input parameters R; n; a where n 0 is integer and R 0; a 0 are oating point numbers. The integral can be numerically integrated, however for any n it can be evaluated to I(R; n; a) = e ?aR
which would give a faster and more precise routine. We will develop this routine by applying our method.
Symbolic Implementation
The REDUCE program for calculation of the integral (3.1), presented on Figure 1 , is really simple and does not need any comments.
Note that in this example we could proceed by calculating (3.1) for let say n = 0; ; 20 with R; a as parameters and then generate the FORTRAN routine including the results in the form (3.2). However such approach has disadvantages, e.g. later we need to calculate I(R; 25; a) and have to make another code generation, and it is impossible to apply such approach to more complicated cases where the number of necessary formulas can be very large (e.g. of the order 10 4 as in section 4). So we need to perform the manipulation with formulas on numerical level in FORTRAN. The actual evaluation of the integral (3.1) suitable for the numerical work is done in an alternative way described below.
procedure integ(r,n,a); % Calculates the definite integral % int_0^r x^n exp(-a x) d x % Input: r,n,a -parameters of the integral, n has to be non-negative integer % Output: value of the procedure -the definite integral begin scalar y; y := int(x^n*e^( -a*x),x); return (sub(x=r,y) -sub(x=0,y)); end; Figure 1 . Symbolic implementation of (3.1), le integ.alg 3.2. Data Representation All formulas needed for calculating (3.1) have the form (3.2) which we need to take with particular values of parameters n; a keeping R as variable. Such formula will be represented by two oats a = a; abs = A, an array of integer exponents oexp(i) = j i+1 and an array of oating point coe cients ocof(i) = C i+1 , where we have made the shift by 1 in indices so that the FORTRAN arrays will begin from the standard index 1.
Symbolic-numeric Implementation
To implement the calculation of the integral (3.1) in terms of array representation described in the previous section without the use of REDUCE operator for integration int, we need to derive explicit formula (3.2) for calculation of (3.1). Applying several times integration per partes we get I(R; n; a) = Z R 0 x n e ?ax d x = ? 1 a R n e ?ax ? n a 2 R n?1 e ?ax ? n(n ? 1) a 3 R n?2 e ?ax ? ? n! a n+1 e ?ax + n! a n+1 ; (the last term n!=a n+1 comes from the zero limit of the integral) from which we can deduce the recurrence relations for the degrees j i and coe cients C i and a formula for the absolute term A in (3.2): j 0 = n; j i = n ? i; C 0 = ? 1 a ; C i = C i?1 n + 1 ? i a ; i = 1; ; n; (3.3) A = n! a n+1 : Recurrence relations appear regularly in symbolic-numeric implementations.The symbolicnumeric implementation based on (3.3) is shown on Figure 2 . Note that the procedure pinteg could be split into two procedures, one implementing (3.3) and the other (3.2), where the rst procedure has to be called only after the change of n or a. For comments on declarations scalar, operator, literal and declare see appendix A.
procedure fact(n); begin literal"c Calculates Factorial of n ",cr!*; declare <<fact:function; fact,f:real*8; n,i:integer>>; f:= if n=0 then 1 else for i:=1:n product i; return f end; procedure pinteg(r,n,a); begin scalar abs,res; operator ocof,oexp; literal"c Calculates the definite integral ",cr!*; literal"c int_0^r x^n exp(-a x) d x ",cr!*; literal"c Input: r,n,a -parameters of the integral ",cr!*; literal"c n has to be non-negative integer ",cr!*; literal"c Output: value of the procedure -the definite integral ",cr!*; declare <<pinteg:function; n,i,oexp (50) The veri cation of the symbolic-numeric implementation (see Figure 2 ) has been performed by comparing its results with symbolic implementation (see Figure 1) . The verication code is presented on Figure 3 . Its last line gives as the result zero proving that the symbolic-numeric implementation is correct for n = 0; ; 50 from which we assume to be correct for all non-negative integer n.
Code Generation
Having veri ed the symbolic-numeric implementation in the le integ.pro we can generate the FORTRAN code directly from this le. The code generation commands shown on Figure 4 are really very simple. Note that we generate the code directly from the le integ.pro. To be able to use exactly the same le without any modi cations which could introduce errors, we have introduced a new switch, genproc, described in in "genproc.red"; % to read and eliminate DECLARE and LITERAL in "integ.pro"; % definition of pinteg -in terms of array-operators in "integ.alg"; % definition of integ -algebraic algorithm % testing of procedures in integ.pro by comparing with symbolic calculation for n:=0:50 sum abs(integ(r,n,a) -pinteg(r,n,a)); Figure 3 . Veri cation of symbolic-numeric implementation, le integ.tst the appendix A. This switch and associated actions are responsible for code generation by interfacing the code generation package GENTRAN (Gates, 1986) . The generated FORTRAN code implementing the evaluation of the integral (3.1) is presented on Figure  5 . This code is guaranteed (if we have not made an error in the few lines shown in Figure  1 ) to be error free for N 50. For evaluating of (3.1) it uses the developed symbolicnumeric implementation. Limitation on the maximum n given by the array bounds (here 50) can be avoided by increasing the array bounds. Then the algorithm is assumed to be error free also for N > 50.
in "genproc.red"; % loads gentran, defines switch genproc on genproc;
gentranout "integ.f"; in "integ.pro"; gentranshut "integ.f"; 
Matrix Elements of Coulomb Interaction
The methodology outlined in the section 2 and demonstrated on the simple example in the previous section has been applied for preparation of numerical FORTRAN code for calculating the matrix elements of Coulomb interaction of two bound hydrogenic states. These calculations can be separated into radial and angular parts. For the actual calculations codes both parts are constructed with the assistance of the CAS REDUCE, however here we discuss only the radial parts where the described techniques are used.
The radial matrix elements are given by The symbolic implementation for calculation of the matrix elements (4.1) is done by a few lines of code implementing the formulas (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) using the operators performing di erentiation and integration.
Data Representation
The limitation on l and properties of the radial hydrogenic functions R nl (r) guarantee that any matrix element (4.1) can be expressed as which is very similar to (3.2). So for all processing we need to represent polynomials in one variable which we represent as in section 3.2 by integer array of exponents j i and oating point array of coe cients C i .
Symbolic-numeric Implementation
For the symbolic-numeric implementation, calculating of the radial hydrogenic functions R nl (r), the formula (4.6) has been derived. The integration of a polynomial multiplied by e ?ar needed in (4.4) is transformed into linear combination of the integrals (3.1) which are evaluated by (3.3) (actually a generalization of (3.3) working with polynomials has been developed). Further the subalgorithms for polynomial addition, multiplication and calculation of the absolute term of a polynomial,which are too long to be reproduced here, have been implemented in the array representation. Finally the algorithm in the array representation for calculation of the matrix elements (4.1) has been built from all the foregoing subalgorithms.
Verification and Code Generation
The symbolic-numeric implementation has been veri ed by comparison of its results with the symbolic implementation. The matrix elements (4.1) for the quantum numbers 0 n 1 6; 0 n 2 n 1 (formulas are symmetric in n 1 ; n 2 ) 0 l 1 < n 1 ; 0 l 2 < n 2 ; l 1 ? l 2 l l 1 + l 2 (these resrtiction are physical limitations on quantum numbers) have been calculated identically by both implementations. Typical quantum numbers used in applications are small, usually the greatest one is around 4, so our veri cation test has covered most of relevant region of quantum numbers. Again as in the case of simple example in section 3.5 the same source le which includes the symbolic-numeric implementation has been used for the generation of a FORTRAN symbolic-numeric implementation. By such a way we have constructed FORTRAN program for analytical calculation of matrix elements (4.1). The algorithms used in the code have been veri ed.
Exchange Integrals of Heavy-particle Collisions
The three-dimensional overlap exchange integrals in the impact-parameter treatment of heavy particle collisions have the form (McDowell and Coleman, 1970) I(n 1 ; l 1 ; m 1 ; n 2 ; l 2 ; m 2 ) = Z n1l1m1 (r 1 ) e ia r1+ib r2 n2l2m2 (r 2 ) d r 1 (5.1)
where the star denotes complex conjugation and the hydrogenlike wave functions nlm with the quantum numbers n; l; m have the form nlm (r) = R nl (r)Y lm (r); r = jrj;
(5.2) where R nl are radial hydrogen functions (4.2) and Y lm are spherical harmonics functions.
The position vectors r 1 ,r 2 measured from the two centers are related by r 2 = r 1 ? R, where R is the vector connecting the two centers.
The wave By the method of (Shakeshaft, 1975) The exchange matrix elements are obtained by numerical evaluation of the above one dimensional integrals (5.5). The symbolic-numeric methodology is applied to the evaluation of the integrands.
y Here n j ; l xj ; l yj ; l zj are integer degrees, not quantum numbers.
Symbolic Implementation
The expression for the integrand in formula (5.5) can be directly implemented symbolically which allows us, having also implemented calculation of the wave functions (5.2) in the form (5.3), to calculate the exchange integrals (5.1).
Symbolic-numeric Implementation and Data Representation
Here prior to proposing the data representation which will be used in the symbolicnumeric implementation we have developed a new method for calculation of the derivatives in (5.5). In (Kocbach and Liska, 1994) For representation of the wave functions (5.3) we use one oating point array for coefcients C j , four integer arrays for degrees n j ; l xj ; l yj ; l zj and of course number of terms in the sum ( is represented by a special way by other physical quantities). The polynomial in w; w 1 ; t in the resulting formula (5.8) is represented by the three dimensional oating point array storing the coe cients C jkl and by the degree bounds j max ; k max ; l min ; l max .
The symbolic-numeric implementation includes subalgorithms for calculation of the wave functions (5.3) and several stages for calculation of the coe cients C jkl and degree bounds from (5.8) based on (5.6), (5.7) and expressing (5.1) after substituting (5.3) as the linear combination of (5.4).
Verification and Code Generation
The symbolic-numeric implementation, based mainly on (5.6), has been compared with the symbolic implementation, based mainly on (5.4). For the quantum numbers 0 n 1 4; 0 n 2 n 1 ; 0 l 1 < n 1 ; 0 l 2 min(n 2 ? 1; l 1 ); ?l 1 m 1 l 1 ; ?l 2 m 2 min(l 2 ; m 1 ) ( formulas are symmetric in n 1 ; n 2 , in l 1 ; l 2 and in m 1 ; m 2 , restrictions on l i in terms of n i and on m i in terms of l i are physical limitations on quantum numbers) we have got the same resulting formulas (5.8) where for the checking ; and components of a; b; R have remained as parameters. Note that here these variables except R have to remain as parameters because the symbolic implementation performs derivatives with respect to them, while in the symbolic-numeric implementation these variables can have numerical values already from the beginning of the calculation. Veri cation has been also done for a number of randomly choosen quantum numbers with n 1 > 4 or n 2 > 4. Typical quantum numbers used in applications are small, usually the greatest one is around 4, so our veri cation test has covered most of relevant region of quantum numbers. To show the complexity of the symbolic processing involved in this problem we present here few numbers. The calculation of I(3; 2; 1; 3; 1; ?1) by the symbolic implementation took 25 s with the resulting formula which include the sum of 799 terms and occupy 400 lines in a dense, machine readable format. The whole veri cation described above took almost two hours of CPU time on a recent workstation.
From the same source le which de nes the symbolic-numeric implementation we have generated the FORTRAN source le implementing the symbolic-numeric implementation. This code has two top level routines, the rst one calculates for given quantum numbers n 1 ; l 1 ; m 1 ; n 2 ; l 2 ; m 2 and vectors a; b; R the value of the coe cients C jkl and the degree bounds from (5.8), while the second one only calculates for given w (w 1 and t are functions of w) the numerical value of the integrated function from (5.8) in this point and is used by the numerical integrator to calculate the integral in (5.8).
To keep the complexity low we have here described only the development for overlap exchange integrals (5.1) however we have actually developed more general case including also two potential exchange integrals which di er from (5.1) by including 1=r j ; j = 1; 2 in the integral. The generated code for all three types of exchange integrals has been numerically compared with currently widely used code of J.P. Hansen and collaborators (Hansen, 1990 , Hansen and Dubois 1992 , Nielsen, Hansen and Dubois, 1990 . Though the numerical procedures are at many points di erent, agreement better than 6 signi cant digits have been obtained. The comparison have veri ed both correctness of our method and correctness of Hansen's code. The presented method will thus be valuable in the future revisions of atomic collisions codes.
Conclusion
We have presented a new methodology for constructing veri ed symbolic-numeric algorithms manipulating algebraic expressions of a special kind in numerical programming languages. The algorithms are implemented in a general CAS, here REDUCE, and veried by comparison with algorithms contained inside the system. The same code used for veri cation is used for generation of numerical code performing required manipulations so that the generated numerical code is also veri ed.
The methodology is discussed in full details for a simple case and then applied to design of algorithm for calculation of the matrix elements of Coulomb interaction of two bound hydrogenic states and exchange integrals in the impact-parameter treatment of heavy particle collisions.
At the end, we mention another aspect of the presented methodology. At present, theoretical treatment of collisions with so called Rydberg atoms (e.g. Lundsgaard et al, 1995) which have extremely high quantum numbers (n 30) is of great interest. While the presented methods cannot be used directly, they will be helpfull in developing new approximate methods to approach these problems.
